
Lifting Capacity 4,000 lbs. (1,814 kg)

Lowered Height 3.5” (89 mm)

Raised Height 31.5” (800 mm)

Front Width 19” (483 mm)

Rear Width 11” (279 mm)

Chassis Length 19” (483 mm)

Shipping Weight 140 lbs. (64 kg)

Shipping Dimensions 43” x 20” x 11” (1,092 mm x 
508 mm x 279 mm)

Designed with an Extended 
Chassis and Excellent Leverage

RFJ-2TX
Floor Jacks
SKU# 5150058
2-Ton Long Reach “Euro-Style” Jack

Questions? Contact BendPak’s Sales Team
sales@bendpak.com | 1-800-253-2363

Monday - Friday, 7AM to 4:30PM PST

This popular, low-profile floor jack was designed with an 
extended chassis, which offers excellent leverage when 
jacking against harder-to-reach lift points. With its longer 
reach, this jack works on virtually every style of vehicle. While 
it’s specially made for hard-to-reach jack points, the RFJ-2TX 
works equally well on all low-profile vehicle types. The Euro-
style design has a minimal profile, so no matter what you’re 
working on, correctly positioning the pad beneath a factory-
approved jacking point is easy. Virtually every sports car, race 
car, light-duty truck and SUV can be serviced with the RFJ-2TX.

Swivel casters help the jack maneuver easily around the 
garage floor, while a quick-lift pedal speeds the entire jacking 
process. The RFJ-2TX also employs sealed hydraulics to 
prevent contamination and is crafted out of a rugged, heavy-
gauge steel to ensure that it will stand the test of time, even 
with continuously heavy use. The handle is ergonomically 
designed to make jacking easy and stress-free on your body.

So, what is a “Euro-style” lift? The style of this floor jack 
addresses the fact that some European imports have 
extended chassis that make it difficult for floor jacks to 
safely reach the vehicles’ jacking points. Standard American 
domestic vehicles have easy-to-reach jack points or pinch-
rails closer to the edge of the chassis. 

Specifications

Features
 - Alloy-plated ram
 - Welded lift arm assembly
 - Swivel casters for easy mobility
 - Professional model designed for heavy use
 - Heavy steel construction for maximum durability
 - Sealed hydraulics prevent contamination
 - Built-in safety overload valve
 - Features quick-lift pedal for fast lifting
 - Simple and safe to operate
 - Ergonomically designed handle
 - Ultra-low pad height
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